WORKSHOP PROGRAMME FEB - MAY 2019
AN INTRODUCTION TO LINO PRINTING
with Karen Sillar
WED 27TH FEB 6-9PM
THURS 28TH FEB 10-1PM

REDUCTION LINO PRINTING
with Karen Sillar
WED 15TH MAY 6-9PM
THURS 16TH MAY 10-1PM

PAINTING A STILL LIFE IN ACRYLICS
with Alison Stafford
WED 6TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 7TH MAR 10-1PM

BRINGING ANIMALS TO LIFE IN ACRYLICS
Alison Stafford
WED 22ND MAY 6-9PM
THURS 23RD MAY 10-1PM

DRAWING WHAT YOU SEE
with Jenny Rainford
WED 13TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 14TH MAR 10-1PM
CREATING TEXTURE IN ACRYLICS
with Alison Stafford
WED 20TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 21ST MAR 10-1PM
AN INTRODUCTION TO LINO PRINTING
with Karen Sillar
WED 27TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 28TH MAR 10-1PM
AN INTRODUCTION TO ETCHING
with Jenny Rainford
WED 3RD APR 6-9PM
THURS 4TH APR 10-1PM
PASTEL LANDSCAPES
with Alison Stafford
WED 1ST MAY 6-9PM
THURS 2ND MAY 10-1PM
CREATE TEXTURES IN WATERCOLOUR
Alison Stafford
WED 8TH MAY 6-9PM
THURS 9TH MAY 10-1PM

All workshops will take place at
Somerford Hall Farm, Somerford, Cheshire
CW12 4SL
unless otherwise specified.
All materials provided but feel free to bring your
own if you have them
Refreshments/Tea/Coffee/Biscuits on tap
TO BOOK OR MAKE ENQUIRIES
Email alison@printpastelandpaint.com
Tel: 07766141163
or go to the website
www.printpastelandpaint.com
Bookings taken on a first come first served basis
Places can be secured with a £10 non refundable deposit.
Relaxed and friendly groups of 8 max or 5 minimum*
*We reserve the right to cancel a workshop if there is not sufficient
uptake to make it viable.
A full refund will be made in this circumstance.

Print Pastel and Paint

is a collaberation between three artists bringing
their skills in Print, Pastel, and yes, you’ve guessed
it, Paint to taster workshops based at a studio in
Cheshire.
Ideal for beginners or those wishing to try
something new without the outlay of new
equipment, we aim to give you new skills in a
relaxed and friendly environment

WORKSHOPS for 2019
Ever been told you can’t draw, or paint?
Think your creative talents stop at drawing a stick man?
Think again!
Come and join us for a series of 3 hr workshops
designed to whet your appetite and ignite your passion
for art.
Our workshops for beginners will break each project
down into manageable easy to understand stages and
guide you through the process of producing something
to be proud of.
We will show you easy to use techniques and all
materials are provided.
There will be art materials available to buy on the day
should you wish to do so!

Paint with Alison
Sketch and Etch with Jenny
Lino Print with Karen

ALISON STAFFORD

KAREN SILLAR

A rural Cheshire based artist primarily concerned with equestrian,
animal art and landscapes Alison draws inspiration from her
surroundings, and loves to experiment with new techniques!

Karen lives in glorious Shropshire countryside which inspires
her to work through various medium, through colour and form.
Birds hold a particular fascination for her, from a single fragile
goldcrest to a mass of wheeling, plunging gannets.
Coming from a background in engineering, the process of
producing a piece of art holds particular fascination for Karen
and in particular, printing brings an intoxicating mix of design,
process and surprise.

“Producing art is such a positive thing. Not only do you get to
learn something new, and thus expand your mind, but you are
also opening yourself up to new possibilities. It is a great way to
unwind and clear your mind of the days stress - almost a detox
for the brain. I love seeing doubt and self depracation turned to a
sense of pride and the realisation that there is creativity in all of
us - it just needs a bit of encouragement and pointing in the right
direction to allow it to grow! Once you have the confidence and
the knowledge anything is possible.
Alison’s workshops are ideal for beginners, but also for those
wanting refresher sessions, or to learn new techniques.
Alison is the Chairperson of the Association of Animal Artists and
is also a member of the Guild Society of Artists, the Society of
Equestrian Artists and also a Professional Artist for the SAA. She
has exhibited widely and has her work in private collections
including in the US, Canada and New Zealand. She was also a
contestant on the BBC’s Big Painting Challenge!
www.alisonstafford.com
PAINTING A STILL LIFE IN ACRYLICS
with Alison Stafford
WED 6TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 7TH MAR 10-1PM

JENNY RAINFORD

Karen is also a Pastel junkie as they provide instant colour
gratification, and is a great antidote to working out which bit of
a lino tile to cut away to get the next colour block!
She is an active member of the Association of Animal Artists,
recently taking on a key role on the committee, and exhibiting
with them twice a year.
She is also a keen hockey player which is a great way to
destress and inject some fresh air!

Jenny is a figurative artist based in the heart of Cheshire.
Following a career in design, Jenny retrained as an art teacher
and brings a wealth of experience to our workshops. With a
genuine passion for exploring mediums and encouraging
artistic curiosity.
" I am a bit of a creative magpie taking techniques from one
medium and applying them to another. I am excited by mark
making and experimenting whether it be in paint, pencil or
print. I love to learn and I get great pleasure from encouraging
this in others. Nothing is more special than that moment of
clarity when a student genuinely sees something in a new way
or creates something beyond their anticipation. Not to mention
the fabulous feeling of flow we get from becoming immersed
in a creative pursuit! To my mind nothing beats it."
Jenny's workshops are structured to meet the needs of
complete beginners or to stretch those with exsisting skills.

Karen will be running a series of print lino cut workshops to
introduce beginners or those wishing to try a new medium.
www.karensillar.co.uk

www.jennyrainford.com

£35

DRAWING WHAT YOU SEE
with Jenny Rainford
WED 13TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 14TH MAR 10-1PM

£25

£35

AN INTRODUCTION TO ETCHING
with Jenny Rainford
WED 3RD APR 6-9PM
THURS 4TH APR 10-1PM

£35

£35

AN INTRODUCTION TO LINO PRINTING
with Karen Sillar
WED 27TH FEB 6-9PM
THURS 28TH FEB 10-1PM

CREATING TEXTURE IN ACRYLICS
with Alison Stafford
WED 20TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 21ST MAR 10-1PM

£35

AN INTRODUCTION TO LINO PRINTING
with Karen Sillar
WED 27TH MAR 6-9PM
THURS 28TH MAR 10-1PM

PASTEL LANDSCAPES
with Alison Stafford
WED 1ST MAY 6-9PM
THURS 2ND MAY 10-1PM

£35

REDUCTION LINO PRINTING
with Karen Sillar
WED 15TH MAY 6-9PM
THURS 16TH MAY 10-1PM

CREATE TEXTURES IN WATERCOLOUR
Alison Stafford
WED 8TH MAY 6-9PM
THURS 9TH MAY 10-1PM

£35

BOOK 3 WORKSHOPS BY DEC 30TH
AND GET £10 OFF!

TO BOOK YOUR PLACE EMAIL
alison@printpastelandpaint.com

SIMPLY SECURE YOUR PLACE WITH A £10 DEPOSIT
PER WORKSHOP
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE!

www.printpastelandpaint.com

BRINGING ANIMALS TO LIFE IN ACRYLICS
Alison Stafford
WED 22ND MAY 6-9PM
£30
THURS 23RD MAY 10-1PM

£35

stating your name and which workshop
and date you would like to attend
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

